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Introduction

The use of ventricular assist devices (VADs) is a life-saving 

procedure initially designed as a bridge-to-transplantation 
(BTT) in case of drug-refractory end-stage heart failure (HF). 
However, already 25 years ago it was observed that, in some 
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patients, a BTT can turn into a bridge-to-recovery (BTR) 
allowing device explantation. Later, with the increasing use 
of VADs as definitive therapy it was found that also in some 
of those patients VADs can become a BTR. In apparently 
sufficiently recovered patients, a major challenge was the 
pre-explant prediction of the weaning success. Meanwhile 
this is reliably possible (1,2). An open question remained 
the potential feasibility of VAD implantation primarily 
designed as a treatment strategy for myocardial recovery. 
Such, possibly future indication for VAD therapy, however 
will require a reliable pre-implantation prediction of post-
implantation myocardial recovery. 

The goal of this review is to offer an updated overview 
on the current state of knowledge on the relevance of VAD-
promoted cardiac improvement in order to answer the 
question as to whether myocardial recovery can be indeed a 
realistic therapeutic goal. 

Myocardial reverse remodeling and functional 
improvement in VAD recipients 

Pathophysiological relationships between VAD support and 
myocardial recovery

Ventricular unloading-induced lowering of myocardial wall 
stress and improvement of blood flow to vital organs during 
VAD support can abolish most of the pathophysiological 
triggers for myocardial remodeling and interrupt the vicious 
circle of ventricular dilation and reduction of the myocardial 
contraction efficiency (3). These beneficial effects 
facilitate reverse remodeling, which occasionally provide 
support for relevant reversal of ventricular structural and 
functional alterations permitting the removal of the VAD 
even in patients with long-lasting ventricular dilation and 
myocardial dysfunction before VAD implantation. 

Although significant reverse remodeling with recovery of 
major alterations in the HF phenotype was often observed 
after VAD support, in most instances reversal of the HF 
phenotype was incomplete and this explains why sufficient 
and durable cardiac recovery permitting VAD explantation 
is relatively rare (3-6). Although reverse remodeling of 
the ventricular myocardium is decisive for its functional 
improvement, it results only rarely in a clinically relevant 
remission of heart function (5). However, both the 
individual parts of the reverse remodeling process which 
are essential for myocardial recovery and the minimum 
amounts of reverse remodeling necessary to allow VAD 
explantation are still badly known. 

Clinically relevant cardiac recovery seems to be linked 
to patient age, etiology and duration of the HF as well as 
the amount of myocardial fibrosis prior to VAD insertion 
(1,5,7,8). Acute forms of HF (e.g., postcardiotomy- and viral 
myocarditis-related HF) are more frequently and also often 
completely reversible during VAD support (5,6,9). However, 
in such cases, reversible causal factors for myocardial injury 
usually play a key pathogenic role and the contribution of 
VADs to myocardial recovery is especially indirect (i.e., vital 
circulatory support during the time needed for spontaneous 
and/or medication-facilitated cardiac recovery) (3). 
Conversely, for patients with acute decompensated chronic 
HF necessitating VAD support, long-running unloading-
induced reduction of ventricular wall-tension can have 
decisive myocardial recovery-promoting effects.

Historical overview of the major steps toward the 
recognition of VADs as a potential BTR 

VAD explantations were initially performed almost 
exclusively in left ventricular assist device (LVAD) recipients 
with acute forms of HF (9-12). This is not surprising 
because acute forms of HF are more often and even more 
completely reversible during ventricular mechanical 
support and, until quite recently, cardiac remodeling 
processes in patients with chronic HF were considered to 
be irreversible. Until the early 1990s the general opinion 
was that even for acute HF, clinically relevant cardiac 
recovery allowing LVAD explantation is highly unlikely 
in patients needing more than 15 days of support. Thus, 
in an early study from the Osaka Cardiovascular Center 
including 11 weaned patients with acute HF, all 6 patients 
who were weaned after LVAD support of 15 to 21 days died 
within 2 weeks, whereas the other 5 patients who could be 
weaned within the fist 15 days of LVAD support survived 
with a well maintained LV function (10). In 1994, the same 
study group reported the first successful elective weaning 
of 2 patients with an acute form of HF who needed 26 and 
89 days of LVAD support, respectively (9). At publication 
time of the weaning results, those patients were free from 
HF recurrence at 9 and 10 months, respectively (9). In 
1994 a study from the Texas Heart Institute (THI) revealed 
that prolonged LVAD support can reverse LV dilation 
and improve its ejection fraction (EF) in both idiopathic 
and ischemic cardiomyopathy but none of those patients 
underwent LVAD explantation (13). In 1996 the same 
group published the anatomic, physiologic, hemodynamic, 
histologic, and biochemical data of 31 LVAD recipients 
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(17 with idiopathic and 14 with ischemic cardiomyopathy) 
collected before LVAD implantation, in the course of LVAD 
support and at the time of heart transplantation (HTx) 
just before removal of the failing heart together with the  
LVAD (14). They concluded that some of those transplanted 
patients would possibly have been also weaning candidates (14). 

As shown in Figure 1, the worldwide first elective 
LVAD explantations in patients with idiopathic dilated 
cardiomyopathy (IDCM) were performed in 1995 in 
the German Heart Center Berlin in 4 male patients  
(age 47±8 years, duration of HF before LVAD implantation 
3.5±0.9 years, LV end-diastolic diameter 70±1 mm, LVEF 
13%±2%, LVAD support duration 7.2±2.2 months) 
(15,20,21). One of those patients is still asymptomatic after 
25 years since LVAD removal, other 2 patients survived 
16.5 and 15 years, respectively, with the native heart, and 
1 patient (without post-explant recurrence of HF) died 
from sepsis, 2.6 years after LVAD explantation. Later, in 
1996, the THI group weaned 2 patients with non-ischemic 
chronic cardiomyopathy (NI-CCM) from LVAD and at 
publication time (in 1999), both patients were clinically 
stable and free from recurrence of HF (16). Also in 1996, 
other 2 patients with NI-CCM were weaned from LVAD 
at the Columbia Presbyterian Medical Center (17). At 
publication time (in 1998), both patients were alive (post-
explant time 1.3 and 2 years, respectively), but one needed 
a second mechanical support (temporary, for 2 months) 
because of early recurrence of HF (17). 

At the end of 1998 the number of patients with pre-
implant IDCM who were weaned in Berlin rose to 19 and 
reached 28 at the end of 2000 (22,23). Several years later, 
after the number of patients with pre-implant IDCM who 
were weaned by the Berlin group increased up to 38, the 
Harefield group published in 2006 similarly good weaning 
results in 11 patients with pre-implant IDCM confirming 
the initially highly disputed feasibility of weaning patients 
with pre-implant DCM from LVADs (7,18). By the end 
of 2011, the total number of patients with non-ischemic 
DCM who were weaned by the Berlin and Harefield 
groups from their long-term LVAD (initially designed as a 
BTT) increased up to 53 and 37, respectively (2,24). The 
post-explant survival rates were 72.8% and 67% at 5 and  
10 years, respectively, in the Berlin study, and 73.9% at 5 
and 7 years in the Harefield study (2,24). 

Based on the convincing weaning successes obtained 
in patients with NI-CCM as the underlying cause for 
HF necessitating VAD implantation, plus the detection 
of LVAD-promoted reverse remodeling also on cellular, 
molecular and genomic level, the false previous opinion 
of chronic HF irreversibility was declared invalid  
(2-4,15,18,23-27). The growing amount of clinical and 
experimental research data confirming the possibility of 
VAD-facilitated myocardial reverse remodeling towards 
clinically relevant cardiac recovery has also attracted 
increasing interest for more focused bench-to-bedside 
research aiming to get the necessary insights to reach the 

Figure 1 Timeline showing some of the major progresses and achievements in the selective use of LVADs as a BTR. *, Osaka Cardiovascular 
Center; **, German Heart Center Berlin; †, Texas Heart Institute and Columbia Presbyterian Medical Center; ‡, Royal Brompton & 
Harefield NHS Foundation Trust, London; #, 102 LVADs and 14 biventricular assist devices primarily designed as BTT which were 
explanted in the German Heart Center Berlin since 1995 (chronic non-ischemic cardiomyopathy was the underlying cause for VAD 
implantation in 63 of those patients). BTT, bridge-to-transplantation; LVAD, left ventricular assist device; IDCM, idiopathic dilated 
cardiomyopathy; HF, heart failure; CF, continuous flow; US, United States of America; VAD, ventricular assist device. With Ref. (7,9,15-19).
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goal of a potential use of VADs also as therapy-devices 
for reversal of chronic HF. In this respect, the National 
Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute convoked recently a 
Working Group of experts to develop recommendations 
for advancing the science of cardiac recovery in the setting 
of VADs in order to promote its implementation also as a 
therapeutic tool primarily designed to induce and facilitate 
myocardial recovery (26). 

Clinical relevance of LVAD-promoted reversal of 
myocardial remodeling and dysfunction 

Incidence of cardiac improvement allowing VAD 
explantation
The clinical relevance of LVAD-promoted cardiac 
improvement allowing device explantation is still disputed 
given the high differences (ranging between 2–73%) 
in the reported incidence of recovery from NI-CCM 
(7,18,23,28). These diverging data might be explainable by 
the different patient selection criteria for VAD implantation 
and explantation applied by individual centers, differences 
in ventricular unloading (differences in the selection of 
“optimal” pump speeds) and differences in pharmacological 
treatment during VAD support, and also by the weaning 
experience of clinicians (29-37). Another reason for the more 
often reported low incidence of relevant recovery can be 
the lack of testing for recovery based of the assumption that 
these patients cannot recover (38,39). The vast majority of 
programs do not routinely test for recovery or try to promote 
it, considering the LVAD therapy as a BTT or as permanent 
therapy and not as a possible BTR. Thus, most do not 
optimize pump speed for facilitation of reverse remodeling 
and even stop after VAD implant the use of drugs which 
facilitate cardiac reverse remodeling. By contrast, some 
evidence suggests that a wider and more aggressive attempt 
to promote and specifically look for recovery in a larger 
population of VADs is likely to result in a higher incidence 
and a broader group of patients that can recover. Thus, 
institutions who have focused on promoting and testing 
for recovery and removing the pump when patients show 
significant improvement in cardiac function have found 
substantially higher rates of recovery (7,18,23,28,40). 

Until today, most LVAD explantations were performed 
after cardiac recovery from acute myocarditis and post-
cardiotomy HF because ventricular reverse remodeling and 
improvement of pump function is usually more pronounced 
in such cases of acute HF (6,11,12). By contrast, relevant 
recovery from chronic HF is rarer and the improvement of 

LV function does usually not reach a normal level, even in 
patients without post-weaning HF recurrence. Therefore, 
only few centers have carried out a considerable number 
of elective devices explantation in LVAD recipients with 
chronic HF after regression of LV size and improvement of 
its contractile function (2,7,15,18,39). Whereas for LVAD 
recipients with NI-CCM clinically relevant myocardial 
recovery rates of 20% appeared quite possible, the recovery 
rates revealed by LVAD recipients with ischemic CCM 
rarely exceeded 5% (3,36,37). 

Sustainability and efficiency of cardiac improvement 
after VAD explantation
After LVAD explantation, a significant proportion of 
patients can achieve cardiac and physical functional 
capacities that are comparable to that of healthy controls 
(29,30). Thus, up to 69% of explanted LVAD patients can 
achieve peak O2 consumption within the ranges of healthy 
controls (30).

Stability of myocardial reverse remodeling and 
freedom from HF recurrence after weaning from VADs 
initially designed as BTT or permanent therapy can reach 
considerable levels (2,7,25,41). In weaned patients with 
pre-implant NI-CCM, a comprehensive Berlin study yield 
probability of 67% and 45% for 5 and 10 years cardiac 
stability after LVAD removal, respectively, although most 
of those patients had incomplete recovery (only 9% had 
an off-pump LVEF >50% before devise explantation) (2). 
In another study performed by the Harefield group, the 
freedom from HTx or death after LVAD explantation 
reached 69% at both 5 and 7 years (41). In two studies 
using a specific protocol to promote recovery the 
probability of a freedom from recurrence of HF for LVAD 
recipients weaned from pulsatile and continuous flow 
(PF and CF) devices reached 88.9% at 4 years and 83.3% 
at 3 years, respectively (18,42). The probability for HF 
recurrence during the first 12 months after LVAD removal 
can be less than 15%, even if IDCM was the cause of 
the HF (6,7,12,25,31,41,43,44). A comparison of long-
term outcomes of weaned patients to those transplanted 
from LVAD support has found similar survival rates (24). 
The rate of HTx- or VAD-free survival for the BTR 
and BTT groups, respectively, was 89.9%, 73.9%, and 
73.9% and 80.4%, 78.3%, and 78.3% at 1, 3, and 7 years,  
respectively (24). In an early Berlin study including 36 
patients with decompensated NI-CCM-related chronic 
HF who were weaned from their VAD (34 LVADs and 2 
BiVADs), the 5-year post-weaning survival rate (including 
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also the survival after HTx or 2nd LVAD for those with 
HF recurrence) reached 91.7% (45). This indicates that, 
although VAD-promoted cardiac recovery is rather 
infrequently, patients who are suited be weaned from the 
VAD have good perspectives for durable survival without 
HF recurrence (1,7,25,29,30,46-48).

Detection of cardiac improvement in LVAD 
recipients and selection of weaning candidates

Serial echocardiography (ECHO) screenings are the 
first-line strategy for the detection of potential weaning 
candidates. In hemodynamically stable patients the 
screenings can get started after two to four weeks of optimal 
and uncomplicated LV support (49). Possible weaning 
candidates show sinus rhythm with quite normal heart rate, 
normal or only slightly enlarged end-diastolic LV diameter 
(LVEDD), increasing LV wall motion amplitude, no or 
only mild mitral and/or aortic valve (AV) regurgitation, 
no relevant right ventricular (RV) enlargement and no 
or only less than moderate tricuspid regurgitation (TR) 
during full LVAD support (7,41,43). A steady increase in 
both frequency and duration of AV openings at a constant 
ventricular unloading also suggests amelioration of LV 
function (17,28,31,50,51). Before evaluating cardiac 
recovery during short-term interruptions of LVAD 
support in potential weaning candidates it is helpful to 
carry out stepwise reductions of LV unloading under TTE 
supervision, to test if short-term full unloading interruptions 
are feasible at all and also make sense (7,41,43,52). If such 
LV unloading reductions already cause complains (e.g., 
sweating, dizziness, etc.) and/or cardiac dysrhythmias, or 
if the LV size increases above the normal range, and/or 
the right-sided heart chambers reveal anatomical and/or 
functional instability (RV enlargement with decrease of its 
ejection, increasing TR, RA volume increase), the patient 
is not a weaning candidate and complete interruption of 
LVAD support is not advisable (2,53). Nevertheless, it is 
reasonable to continue the close monitoring of such patients 
and to repeat the testing few weeks later. 

Evaluation of cardiac improvement in weaning 
candidates 

The ultimate benefit of the patient from removing a VAD 
depends upon a safe, accurate, and reproducible evaluation 
of myocardial recovery where weaning candidates are 
evaluated during short periods of maximum possible 

limitation or complete interruption of LVAD support (pump 
rate reduction or pump stop) to test the true underlying 
cardiac function (7,15,18,41). 

Particularities, challenges and tools of recovery assessment

Recovery assessment and weaning decision-making is mostly 
based on ECHO and RHC data collected in the resting 
state during several time-limited (≤15 min) interruptions 
of LVAD support (off-pump or pump turn-down to zero 
unloading trials) under optimal anticoagulation (1,2,7,11,41-
43,53-55). The time restriction for the large amount of 
necessary measurements during the short interruption 
of LV unloading results in several challenges concerning 
data collection and their correct interpretation regarding 
the prediction of long-term cardiac stability after LVAD 
removal. 

PF-VADs enable recovery assessment during a 
total deactivation of the pump (real off-pump trials) 
(1,7,15,41,49,54). Interruption of unloading by CF-VADs 
is more challenging because their complete stop allows 
backflow of blood into the LV which increases the LV size 
(volume overload) and reduces the systemic arterial diastolic 
pressure (PAd) which in turn reduces the LV afterload. These 
changes in LV pre- and afterload can induce misleading 
interpretations of both RHC and ECHO measurements. 
For CF-VADs, lowering the rotor-speed (turn-down trials) 
to values resulting in ±0 pump flow in one cardiac cycle is 
therefore more useful than a total deactivation of the pump 
(2,7,41,43,50,55,56). The pump speed necessary to interrupt 
the LVAD support without any misguiding retrograde blood 
flow into the LV depends on the pump design of VAD  
[e.g., 4,000–6,000 r/min for HeartMate II, 3,000–4,300 
r/min for HeartMate 3, and 1,800–2,200 r/min for the 
HeartWare HVAD] (41,52,57). Pulsed wave (PW) Doppler-
derived calculations of forward and reverse velocity-time 
integral at the inflow cannula can facilitate to obtain a zero-
net flow by pump speed adjustments (36,42,52,57). Also 
RHC hemodynamic measurements can be affected by the 
retrograde blood flow during a complete stop of CF-VADs. 
This can be avoided by occlusion of the outflow cannula 
with an inflated balloon during the off-pump trials (2,58,59).

In Berlin, all patients who were weaned from VADs 
underwent recovery assessment exclusively at rest in order 
to avoid any detrimental impact of possible hemodynamic 
overloading on the often not yet finished myocardial 
recovery processes (2,36,43). Despite of this restriction 
that does not allow the evaluation of cardiac adaptation to 
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physical activity, the outcome of those patients after VAD 
explantation was by no means worse than that reported 
by other groups who additionally used dobutamine 
stress ECHO (DSE) and/or exercise testing for recovery 
assessment (2,19,37,41,43,52,60-62). Nevertheless, exercise 
stress ECHO (ESE) and off-pump DSE can provide 
helpful details concerning myocardial recovery (41,60,62). 
To evaluate the LV inotropic reserve in patients with a 
HM II LVAD support who, in the resting state, remained 
free of symptoms during a 15 min pump reduction to  
6,000 r/min, the Harefield Hospital used additionally 
also a 6-min walk test with and without pump flow 
reduction, followed evaluation of the cardiac response by  
TTE (42). It is however important to obviate any 
myocardial overstraining which could impair the possibly 
still ongoing myocardial recovery processes, not only before 
but also early after removal of the mechanical support. This 
recommendation is also supported by experimental studies 
which revealed that after LVAD-promoted restoration of 
LV structure and function, recovered hearts are initially 
prone to hemodynamic stress, and that this vulnerability 
diminishes only over time (63). 

Cardiopulmonary exercise testing (CPET) during 
reduction or interruption of LVAD support has also been 
used for assessment of recovery (18,33,41,64,65). Given that 
the exercise capacity is related also to extra-cardiac factors 
it is not surprising that low peak oxygen consumption 
(pVO2) alone cannot reliably identify persons with serious 
hemodynamic disturbances during exercise (30,65). One 
study showed that CPET has only restricted ability to 
reflect native cardiac function in LVAD recipients (64). 
Nevertheless, a pVO2 >16 mL/kg/min might be useful as 
a complementary LVAD explantation criterion (18,30). 
However, when taking into account that recovered hearts 
are initially prone to hemodynamic overstressing, CPET 
should be conducted with considerable caution and under 
close monitoring in LVAD recipients with incomplete 
recovery (63). 

Strategies for assessment of recovery in LVAD recipients

ECHO (usually TTE) is the main imaging tool for 
assessment of recovery in LVAD recipients (Figure 2). 
During off-pump or pump turn-down trials, the ECHO 
is usually performed step-by-step in the course of several 
interruptions of the LVAD support for about 5–15 min 
(2,7,56). The optimal duration of such discontinuations 
of LV unloading necessary to evaluate of the amount and 

stability of cardiac recovery is not clearly established and 
depends also on the examiner’s experience. However, 
several short successive unloading interruptions of  
≤5 min are less risky for the patient than one or two longer 
(15–20 min) cessations of pump flow and LV support. 
Full pump-stop or pump turn-down to ±0 flow should be 
considered very carefully in patients after stroke or transient 
ischemic attack, in those with hemolysis or problems with 
anticoagulation therapy, and are not indicated in patients 
suspected for pump thrombosis (even in the absence of 
LVAD dysfunction) (56). 

ECHO examination carried out at off-pump or pump 
turn-down trials should be as detailed as possible with 
inclusion of tissue-Doppler imaging and speckle-tracking 
ECHO (STE) measurements (2,25,33,43,56,66,67). STE 
allows differentiation between active and passive movement 
of ventricular walls, quantification of components of 
myocardial contractile function that cannot be visually 
assessed (e.g., longitudinal myocardial shortening), and 
also the evaluation of intraventricular asynchrony and 
dyssynergy (32,68). Not all ECHO variables which support 
the weaning decision-making process can be obtained in 
all patients (owing to inadequate image quality, which is 
more frequent in the presence of a VAD). This applies in 
particular for Doppler and STE measurements performed 
during rotor-speed reduction. Difficulties in the estimation 
of LV systolic function may occur in patients with low 
systemic diastolic arterial pressure (APd), during the 
unloading interruption trials (54,69). By reducing the LV 
afterload, low APd can induce misleading overestimation 
of LV systolic function by increasing the LVEF (7,50). 
Accurate assessment of MR at low speed (no net flow) 
testing is also important because significant MR is not 
only a risk factor for post-explant deterioration of cardiac 
function but it also hampers the evaluation of LV systolic 
function (leads to a misleading increase in the LVEF by 
overestimation of the stroke volume) (70).

RHC is the next necessary step as soon as there is 
ECHO evidence of LV reverse remodeling and functional 
improvement (2,30). RHC at rest, during repeated short  
(5–15 min) interruptions of LVAD support is also 
mandatory in weaning candidates before any preliminary 
decision-making. In patients with CF-LVADs, preliminary 
RHC measurements are more reliable if they are preceded 
by occlusion of the outflow cannula with an inflated balloon 
which enables full pump-stops without any misleading 
backflow of blood into the LV (2,58,59). Normal (possibly 
also borderline-normal) and also stable RHC-derived 
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measurements obtained during off-pump trials are the basic 
pre-requisite for preliminary decisions in favor of a possible 
LVAD explantation (2). Particularly important is to make 
sure that the pulmonary capillary wedge pressure (PCWP) 
does not go up during the interruptions of LVAD support. 
A cardiac index (CI) >2.6 L/min/m2 at rest, which does 
not drop significantly at interruption of LV support and 
remains stable during the LV unloading interruption trials, 
is an essential precondition for a possible weaning from the 
LVAD (53). In patients with borderline-normal off-pump 
ECHO data the CI becomes more important and CI values 

≥2.8 L/min/m2 would be desirable. Other hemodynamic 
requirements for a possible LVAD explantation are off-
pump PCWP <12 mmHg and right atrial (RA) pressure <10 
mmHg (2,30). RHC measurements during supine bicycle 
exercise testing were also performed to evaluate myocardial 
recovery in LVAD recipients, but their benefits for weaning 
decisions have not been clearly proven yet (71). In weaning 
candidates were LVAD explantation appears appropriate 
and possible, a complete interruption of LVAD support for 
15–20 min in the operation room with simultaneous ECHO 
and hemodynamic measurements (without any use of 

Figure 2 Evaluation of cardiac recovery in LVAD recipients based on ECHO and RHC examinations obtained in resting conditions. 
*, especially in patients with adequate renal, hepatic, neurologic and pulmonary function. ECHO, echocardiography; RHC, right heart 
catheterization; TTE, transthoracic ECHO; LVAD, left ventricular assist device; LV and RV, left and right ventricle, respectively; LVEDD, 
LV end-diastolic diameter; LVEF, LV ejection fraction; BSA, body surface area; TR, tricuspid regurgitation; VTI, velocity-time integral; 
LVOT, LV outflow tract; PW, pulsed wave; CF, continuous flow; SV, stroke volume; PCWP, pulmonary capillary wedge pressure; CI, cardiac 
index; RAP, right atrial pressure.

Search for weaning candidates by TTE screenings at rest with full LVAD support:
- Regression of LV dilation toward normalization of LV size 
- Improvement of LV wall motion (fractional shortening >15%)
- No relevant cardiac valve dysfunction (no regurgitations > grade I) 
- No RV dilation 

Step 1:  Moderate reduction of LVAD pump rate (search for possible detrimental effects):
- Relevant LV enlargement / LVEDD > 60mm; arrhythmias, drop in systemic arterial pressure?
- Onset of clinical symptoms (e.g. dizziness, sweating, dyspnea) ?

Step 2: Short-term (5–15 min) interruptions of LV unloading (off-pup or pump turn down
             to ±0 unloading trials
- Normal + stable size and geometry of both ventricles
- LVEF ≥45%, stable stroke volume (i.e., stable VTI in the LVOT measured by PW-Doppler)
- no or mild cardiac valve regurgitations (≤ grade I)   

Step 3: Off-pump RHC measurements (short-term balloon occlusion of the outlet cannula    
             allows complete interruption of LV unloading in CF recipients) 
Requirements: 
PCWP <13 mmHg, CI > 2.6 L×min−1/ m2, and RAP ≤10 mmHg, all stable during the off-pump period   

Requirements met

Requirements met

All requirements met

No negative effects

Requirements not met 

Requirements not met

Detrimental responses

Requirements not met

No weaning candidate

LVAD explantation can be considered *

Further full LVAD support + screening

Further full LVAD support for
2–3 weeks before trying again

Further full LVAD support for  
2–3 weeks before trying again

Further full LVAD support for 2–3 weeks before 
new assessment by ECHO and RHC
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inotropic agents or medication for adjustment of ventricular 
preload and afterload, neither before nor during the off-
pup trial) is mandatory for the final decision to explant the 
LVAD (1,2,36).

Assessment of recovery in patients with biventricular VAD 
support

Recovery detection and evaluation in long-term BiVAD 
recipients 
Weaning from long-term biventricular assist devices 
(BiVADs) appeared only rarely possible, probably because 
of the more severe initial disease prompting the need for 
BiVAD support (34,43,72). However, if possible, BiVAD 
explantation can provide outcomes quite comparable to 
those achieved after LVAD removal (34). 

ECHO and RHC are also the major tools for recovery 
assessment after BiVAD implantation but the whole 
procedure is more challenging. To assess cardiac global 
recovery, it is necessary to interrupt the unloading of 
both ventricles. However, given the high susceptibility of 
the RV to sudden increase of its loading conditions, RV 
support should be interrupted about 30 seconds before the 
interruption of LV unloading (2,34,43). During interruption 
of the BiVAD support, particular attention must be given 
to the RV size, geometry and loading conditions, as well 
as to possible changes in TR. Increase in RV end-diastolic 
diameter (RVEDD) and short-/long-axis ratio (L/S), as 
well as rise in right atrial pressure (RAP) beyond 10 mmHg 
and increase in TR, indicate an inability of the RV to eject 
the necessary amount of blood into the pulmonary artery. 
The reason for that could be an inadequately recovered 
RV myocardial contractility or an increased resistance 
in the pulmonary vessels (inadequately recovered LV 
function), or also due to an inadequate myocardial recovery 
of both ventricles. If the PCWP is below 12 mmHg and 
the PAP remains unchanged or even falls, the explanation 
for the right-sided heart response to the BiVAD support 
discontinuation is an insufficient improvement of RV 
contractility. If, by contrast, right-sided heart dilation and 
RV dysfunction occur simultaneously with an increase in 
both PCWP (up to ≥13 mmHg) and PAP, the major cause 
for that inadequate response to the BiVAD discontinuation 
is a too high RV afterload caused by a LV failure-induced 
increase in left-sided heart filling pressures. If in the absence 
of sufficient LV improvement, repeated discontinuations of 
only the RV support are not followed by pathologic changes 
neither in the right-sided heart cavities size, geometry and 

filling pressures, nor in tricuspid valve competence and LV 
pump-flow, a switch from BiVAD to LVAD support could 
be reasonable because RV improvement accompanied by 
reduction of RV-supporting pump-flow raises the risk of RV 
pump thrombosis (34,73).

Monitoring of RV improvement in LVAD recipients 
with a temporary RVAD
RV failure (RVF) is far more often reversible than LV failure 
and about 80% of secondary RVF cases in LVAD recipients 
can be reversed by a temporary RVAD (t-RVAD) (72,74-76). 
In most cases, assessment of RV recovery can be started after 
48–72 hours of t-RVAD support at optimal LV unloading by 
the LVAD. Clinically stable patients with sinus rhythm and 
quite normal heart rate, regression of RV dilation and no 
relevant TR, as well as improvement of RV wall motion, can 
be considered as candidates for possible weaning from the 
t-RVAD (77,78). For assessment of RV recovery, the first step 
should be a step-by-step reduction of RVAD flow to 2 L/
min at 0.5 L/day increments under ECHO control and close 
monitoring of hemodynamic responses (prolonged reduction 
of RV pump flow below 2.0 L/min is not recommended) 
(77,79-81). The use of a phosphodiesterase-5 inhibitor for 
PVR reduction can be helpful for RV recovery assessment 
(79). CI decrease (or LVAD-index decrease) in response to 
reduction of t-RVAD flow signalizes poor RV improvement 
and also the necessity to stop the recovery testing and to 
restore the original RVAD settings (79,82). If ECHO and 
RHC parameters are not affected by moderate lowering of 
t-RVAD flow rate, brief interruptions (for 5–10 min) of the 
RVAD support or reduction to 1 litre in flow are required 
for the actual evaluation of RV improvement. If ECHO 
the parameter values continue to stay the same and RHC 
measurements remain within the normal range, durable RV 
improvement is highly probable (Figure 3). For estimation of 
RV functional reserve, it be reasonable to calculate also the 
RV load adaptation index (LAIRV) using the formula: LAIRV 
= (VTITR × LED)/AED, where VTITR is the TR velocity-time 
integral (corresponds to the mean pressure-gradient between 
the RV and RA during systole), LED the end-diastolic RV 
long-axis length, and AED the end-diastolic RV area (all 
measured in the apical 4-chamber view) (34,83,84). This 
easily calculable index is based on the relationship between 
RV load and RV dilation (taking also the RA pressure changes 
into account). During discontinuation of the RVAD support, 
a LAIRV value ≥18 indicates normal adaptability of the RV 
pump function to increased afterload and suggests that the 
RV does not require further RVAD support as long as the 
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resistance in the pulmonary circulation will not be excessively 
high (34,83). However, in the absence of contraindications 
for a further prolongation of the RVAD support it can be 
helpful for weaning decision-making to prolong the RV 
mechanical assistance with the lowest admissible RVAD flow 
for up to 24 hours. If the right-sided heart size, geometry, 
and function continue to stay the same, RVAD removal 
is possible and the probability of a stable post-explant RV 
function can reach 90% (80). Persistently low LAIRV indicates 
limited ability of the RV to adapt its contractile capabilities 
to moderate rise of afterload, even if the PVR does not 
exceed the normal limits (84). Therefore, in patients with 

stable ECHO and RHC measurements during short-term 
moderate reduction of RVAD flow, but with pathological 
alterations during interruptions of RV unloading associated 
with low LAIRV values, there will be a need for further RV 
support because, in LVAD candidates, a pre-implant LAIRV 
≤14 appeared predictive for RVF during LVAD support 
even in patients with subsequent normalization of RV  
afterload (83). Therefore, even in LVAD recipients whose 
RV size, geometry and wall motion remain normal and 
stable during the short interruptions of the additional RVAD 
support, as long as the LAIRV does not exceed the threshold 
of 14, the risk for RVF recurrence after RVAD removal 

Figure 3 Evaluation of cardiac recovery in BiVAD recipients based on ECHO and RHC examinations obtained in resting conditions. *, 
adequate anticoagulation is mandatory; ventricular unloading interruption should be started with the RV pump (~30 sec before interruption 
of the LV pump). BiVAD, biventricular assist device; ECHO, echocardiography; RHC, right heart catheterization; LV and RV, left and right 
ventricle, respectively; RVAD and LVAD, right and left ventricular assist device; RA, right atrium;  RVEDDRVOT, RV end-diastolic diameter 
at the RV outflow tract; S/L, end-diastolic short-/long-axis ratio; PW, pulsed-wave; TAPSE and TAPS’, tricuspid annulus peak systolic 
excursion and velocity, respectively; LAIRV, RV load adaptation index; VTILVOT, velocity-time integral in the LV outflow tract; CVP, central 
venous pressure; CI, cardiac index. 

Weaning candidate selection

Requirements: regression of LV and RV dilation, improvement of ventricular wall motion, no significant cardiac valve dysfunction

Gradual reduction of RVAD-flow (0.5 L/day) down to 2 L/min 

Requirements: stable RV & RA size + geometry, no reduction of RV wall motion, no TR increase

Moderate reduction of LVAD pump rate

Requirements: no LV enlargement, LVEDD ≤60 mm; no arrhythmias, no drop in blood pressure;

no clinical symptoms (e.g., dizziness, sweating, dyspnea)

“Off-pump” trial*

Mandatory requirements: 
- LV and RV normal + stable size and geometry; maximum mild valve regurgitations (≤ gr. I)   
- LVEF ≥45%, stable LV stroke volume 
- stable RVEDDRVOT <35 mm, RV S/L <0.6, TAPSE >15 mm, TAPS' >8 cm sec, LAIRV ≥18
- PCWP <13 mmHg, CI >2.6 L×min−1/m2, and RAP ≤10 mmHg, all stable during the off-pump trial    

Separate assessment of RV recovery (short-term interruptions of RV support during optimal LVAD function) 

Requirements: - Normal + stable RV size and geometry (RVEDDRVOT <35 mm, S/L <0.6); no or < grade II TR

- Normal RV function (e.g., TAPS' >8 cm/sec and inotropic reseve (LAIRV ≥18)

- CI >2.6 L×min−1/m2 and RAP ≤10 mmHg both stable during the off-pump trial 

Requirements fulfilled 

BiVAD still 
necessary

BiVAD
explantation

RV pump explantation
(switch from BVAD to LVAD)  

Requirements not met 
No weaning 
candidate

Not fulfilled

Not fulfilled

Not fulfilled

Fulfilled

Fulfilled

Fulfilled

Fulfilled
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remains relatively high. Restoration of the original RVAD 
settings and further continuation of full RV unloading 
for additional days will be thus necessary before the next 
assessment of RV recovery. After an unsuccessful weaning 
attempt, intensification of pulmonary vasodilator therapy 
aiming to enhance the LVAD-induced reduction of the PVR 
can increase the chances for a better RV function at the next 
evaluation of RV recovery. The use of inotropic medication 
before and during the assessment of RV improvement can be 
misleading and should therefore be avoided. 

Weaning decision-making in VAD recipients 

Pre-explant predictors for post-explant stability of cardiac 
improvement

ECHO parameters along with RHC data obtained during 
the short-term reductions or interruptions of VAD support 
enable identifying patients with good chances to remain 
free from recurrence of HF over many years after VAD 
explantation, even if IDCM was the primary cause for the 
HF requiring a life-sustaining VAD support (7). This is 
especially true if the stability of ECHO parameters during 
and between the VAD discontinuation trials performed 
after the maximum LV improvement has been reached, is 
also taken into consideration (1,2,58). Because the most 
optimal duration of VAD support for the achievement of 
the maximum possible improvement varies widely from 
one patient to the other, the VAD should be removed in 
recovered patients only after the follow-up off-pump tests 
showed no further cardiac improvement (43). 

Prediction of post-explant freedom from HF recurrence 
is challenging (Figure 4) due to the complexity of the 
factors involved. Both ECHO and invasive hemodynamic 
measurements are alone not sufficiently predictive for 
post-weaning long-term cardiac stability (2). Only the 
interconnected utilisation of ECHO- and RHC-derived 
parameters allows such a prediction with appropriate 
reliability. Thus, under resting conditions, pre-explant off-
pump LVEF ≥45% in weaning candidates with normal 
off-pump hemodynamic confirmed by RHC, revealed 
only a moderate predictive value of 74% for ≥5-year post-
weaning freedom from HF recurrence (1,2). Nevertheless, 
combined with either HF duration of ≤5 years prior to 
LVAD implantation or normal off-pump LV end-diastolic 
size and/or geometry before LVAD explantation, or pre-
explant LV systolic wall motion peak velocity ≥8 cm/s, 
the predictive value of LVEF ≥45% can exceed 85% (1,2). 

Taking into calculation also the pre-explant stability of LV 
size, geometry and EF after the LV recovery has reached its 
maximum level, as well as their stability during the final off-
pump trial before LVAD explantation, the predictive value 
of ECHO-derived parameters for ≥5 years post-weaning 
freedom from HF recurrence can exceed 90% (2,85). DSE 
and ESE were also used in smaller studies for pre-explant 
prediction of cardiac stability after LVAD explantation but 
the benefit-risk relationship has not yet been established 
(37,41,60).  A LVEF ≥53% after the 6MW was also 
indentified as a predictor of recovery with sensitivity and 
specificity of 93% and 80%, respectively (54,57). However, 
a 6MW with interruption of ventricular unloading is risky.

Main risk factors for reappearance of heart failure after 
weaning from VAD

In clinically stable VAD recipients with relevant ventricular 
reverse remodeling and functional improvement several 
risk factors for HF reappearance after VAD removal, which 
can be detected by ECHO and RHC examinations, must 
be taken into consideration before taking the final decision 
to explant the VAD (Figure 4). A pre-explant LVEF <45%, 
as well as an unstable LVEF (i.e., LVEF reduction after 
the maximum recovery has been achieved and/or LVEF 
decrease during the final pre-explant off-pump trial), even 
if it finally remains above 45%, revealed high predictive 
values (up to 90%) for HF reappearance during the first  
3 years after weaning (1,2). In patients with pre-explant off-
pump LVEF ≥45%, but without normalization of LV size 
and geometry (indicating incomplete reverse remodeling), 
or unstable LV geometry in the course of the last pre-
explant off-pump trial, the probability of HF reappearance 
during the first 3 years after LVAD explantation can attain 
values of up to 89% (1,2,69). A APd ≤50 mmHg during the 
off-pump or pump turn-down trials is also a risk factor for 
post-explant HF recurrence even in patients who had a 
pre-explant LVEF ≥45% (7,50,69). An increase in resting 
heart rate by >25% and/or new onset or increase in the 
number of extrasystoles during the mechanical unloading 
interruptions are also risk factors for HF recurrence 
after LVAD removal (2,36,43). PCWP increase above 13 
mmHg, reduction of cardiac output by >15%, as well as a 
mean RA pressure >10 mmHg or its increase of more than 
50% during off-pump RHC measurements performed 
under resting conditions, are major risk factors for post-
weaning HF recurrence (2,41,64). Long-lasting (>5 years) 
pre-implant HF is another risk factor for HF recurrence 
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ECHO and RHC data obtained at 
rest during pre-explant off-pump 
trials* 

PV for ≥5 years cardiac 
stability

Risk factors for post-explant HF recurrence
PV for HF recurrence 
after ≤3 years 

LVEF ≥45% at the last off-pump† 
trial 

74%** LVEF 35–45% at the last pre-operative off-
pump† trial

88%

LVEF ≥45% and normal LVEDD at 
the last off-pump† trial

86%** LVEF 35–45% at the last pre-explant off-
pump† trial in patients with pre-implant HF 
duration of >5 years

Up to 100%

LVEF ≥45% and RWTLV ≥0.38 87%** Unstable LVEF ≥45% (pre-explant alteration of 
>10% of best)

90%

Stable†† LVEF ≥45% 86%** No LVEDD normalization plus persistence of 
LV geometry alterations (RWTLV <0.38) despite 
of optimal EF (LVEF ≥45%)

89% and 82%, 
respectively

Stable†† LVEF ≥45% and Sm ≥8 
cm/s

87%** Optimal LVEF (≥45%) but unstable geometry 
(RWTLV reduction of >8%, or S/LED increase of 
>10% at the last off-pump† trial)

87% and 85%, 
respectively

Stable†† LVEF ≥45% plus normal 
and stable LVEDD 

94%** LVEF ≥45% with reduced or unstable wall 
motion velocity (Sm <8 cm/s or Sm alteration 
of >10% during the last off-pump† trial)

83% and 90%, 
respectively

Stable†† LV SV (i.e., stable PW 
Doppler-derived VTI in the LVOT)

All are required pre-
conditions for successful 
weaning 
Alone not predictive for 
long-term freedom from 
HF recurrence after LVAD 
explantation

SV reduction (i.e., VTI reduction in the LVOT) 
during the last off-pump† trial.

All are validated 
risk factors for early 
recurrence of HF after 
LVAD removal. Currently 
there are no accurate 
figures available for 
their predictive value for 
early recurrence of HF 
after LVAD removal

Absence or ≤ grade 1 AR and/or 
MR

Relevant LV diastolic stiffness despite optimal 
LVEF (≥45%)

No RV dilation (RVOT-EDD <35 
mm and short/long axis-ratio <0.6 

LVEF 45–50% with concurrent MR grade I–II 
(possible misleading overestimation of LVEF)

Absence of or < grade 2 TR and/
or PR

Systemic APd ≤50 mmHg (possible 
overestimation of LVEF)

Stable CI >2.6 L/m2 BSA during 
the last off-pump‡ trial

RHC data alone cannot 
predict post-weaning cardiac 
stability, but the limit values 
are required preconditions  
for successful weaning

Asynchrony and/or dyssynergy of LV 
contraction at the last off-pump† trial

PCWP <13 mmHg, without 
increase during the last off-pump‡ 
trial

RV size and geometry alterations and/or 
deficient RV adaptation to increased afterload# 
during the last off-pump† trial

RAPm <10 mmHg during the last 
off-pump‡ trial

TR (new appearance or accentuation) with or 
without increase in TR jet velocity during the 
last off-pump† trial

Figure 4 Pre-explant prediction of post-explant cardiac stability in LVAD recipients and major risk factors for recurrence of heart failure 
after LVAD explantation (1,2,7,18,19,30,36,41,43,66,69). *, off-pump trials were conducted under resting conditions, without any inotropic 
myocardial support; **, the predictive value of transthoracic ECHO parameters for ≥5 years freedom from post-explant HF recurrence is valid 
only for patients with normal off-pump hemodynamic RHC measurements before explantation; †, off-pump trials for ECHO measurements 
implied either short-term pump stops (true off-pump trial) or short-term pump rate reductions to values resulting in ±0 flow in one cardiac cycle, 
depending on whether the LVAD is a pulsatile-flow or a continuous-flow (CF) pump, respectively; ††, no alteration after maximum recovery 
between and during further pre-explant follow-up off-pump controls; ‡, in CF LVAD recipients, hemodynamic parameter measurements were 
obtained during repeated pump stops with simultaneous balloon occlusion of the outflow graft; #, RV load adaptation index (LAIRV) values 
between 14–18. LV and RV, left and right ventricle, respectively; LVAD, left ventricular assist device; ECHO, echo-cardiography; RHC, right 
heart catheterization; PV, predictive value; HF, heart failure; LVEF, LV ejection fraction; LVEDD, LV end-diastolic diameter; BSA, body surface 
area; RWTLV, LV relative wall thickness ([posterior wall thickness + ventricular septum thickness]/LVEDD); S/LED, end-diastolic short/long 
axis ratio measured in the apical 4C, four chamber view; Sm, peak systolic wall motion velocity (measured at the basal posterior.
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after LVAD explantation, particularly in patients who need 
more than 6 months of LVAD support to achieve maximal 
possible cardiac improvement or in those with borderline 
ECHO and/or invasive hemodynamic measurements during 
the final off-pump/pump turn-down trials (1,43,47). 

Elective VAD implantation as a bridge to recovery

Reliable pre-implant prediction of sustained myocardial 
recovery during MCS that might allow a subsequent 
removal of a long-term LVAD or BiVAD is at present not 
yet possible. Although myocardial recovery rates tend to 
be higher in young patients with shorter history of HF 
before VAD therapy, less ventricular dilation and reduced 
myocardial fibrosis, neither the pre-implant ventricular 
size, geometry and EF, nor patient age, duration of HF, 
or the reduced fibrosis can reliably predict the extend and 
sustainability of possible cardiac recovery during LVAD 
support despite the fact that most centers try harder in 
these groups (1,41,43). However, there is some indication 
that certain pre-implant genomic signals may help in better 
predicting HF reversibility on LVAD support (41,86). The 
degree of HF-associated myocardial t-system remodeling 
and cardiac rotational mechanics also appeared promising 
for prediction of recovery before VAD implantation (87,88). 
Further studies in this direction are reasonable, because 
prediction of possible VAD-promoted clinically relevant 
cardiac improvement already before the device implantation 
would facilitate the possible future use of VAD support also 
as a therapeutic strategy aimed to reverse HF. 

Conclusions and future objectives 

Although complete cardiac recovery after VAD implantation 
is rather seldom, systematic search for recovery is absolutely 
worthwhile because weaning from VADs is a validated and 
feasible clinical option which often provides good long-
term results even if chronic HF has given rise to the need 
for emergent VAD support and even if recovery remains 
incomplete. 

ECHO and RHC are the main cornerstones for 
assessment of myocardial recovery in VAD recipients. 
Based on the current experiences, prediction of post-
weaning freedom from HF recurrence in patients with 
varying degrees of unloading promoted cardiac recovery 
is challenging but certainly possible in most cases. Many 
parameters were found useful for assessment of recovery 

and for prediction of long-term weaning success but there 
is still no “golden standard” for recovery assessment and its 
prognostic evaluation. Further studies would be necessary 
to attain that goal. 

Prediction of long-term stable ventricular reverse 
remodeling and functional improvement before VAD 
implantation in patients with a chronic cardiomyopathy is 
still not possible today and this is the major limitation for 
a potential future use of VADs as a targeted therapeutic 
strategy for reversal of HF before its end-stage has been 
reached. Considering the potential risks for complications 
related to the implantation and explantation of VADs as 
well as their prolonged use, such therapeutic strategy will 
necessitate a relatively accurate prediction of its efficacy. 

There are several future goals and tasks that are needed 
for further improvement of the efficiency and safety of 
VADs as a bridge to recovery: 

(I) More studies on myocardial recovery focused on 
changes at cellular and molecular levels to provide 
a platform for additional adjunctive therapies 
(pharmacologic and/or cell-based therapy, gene 
transfer etc.), focused on optimizing myocardial 
recovery and increasing the number of weaning 
candidates; 

(II) Research on cellular and molecular level to gain 
more basic knowledge which might permit the 
detection of patients with the potential for cardiac 
recovery under mechanical support, already before 
VAD implantation; 

(III) Search for possibilities to promote myocardial 
recovery allowing VADs explantation also in 
patients with chronic ischemic cardiomyopathy by 
promoting and enhancing angiogenesis and myo-
cyte regeneration; 

(IV) Further improvement of VAD technology at 
reducing the risk for complications related to 
VAD implantation and/or the prolonged use of 
mechanical circulatory support. 
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